
Dear Mr. Cullum, 

 

I am a keen air rifle user living in East Lothian, I work in country sports tourism and I am writing to 

you in regards to the proposed licensing of air rifles in Scotland. I obtained your email address from 

the Scottish Countryside Alliance so I hope you are the right person to contact (if not would it be 

possible to either forward this to the correct person or perhaps give me the email address of the 

relevant person/department).  

I should start by saying that as far as I was aware the law to introduce licensing for air rifles had 

already been approved and was only awaiting implementation, if I am wrong on this matter I would 

be very happy indeed, sadly however I don't think I am. 

 

I have already contacted my local MSP Ian Gray on this issue to which he politely replied. The reply I 

relieved was as I expected i.e. that the Scottish Labour party were in agreement with the SNP in 

favour of licensing air rifles with the strong proviso that those who have a legitimate use for an air 

rifle not be blocked from obtaining a license. Although this response was considered and polite it left 

no doubt that my local MSP would not be fighting against the imposition of licenses for air rifles. 

With the response I received from my local MSP in in mind I was very much heartened to read (via 

the BBC) that the Scottish government were now seeking opinions on the licensing of air rifles. 

 

Ignoring the opinions of the Scottish people 

As a starting point I must say I'm slightly bewildered as to why the government are once again 

seeking opinions on this matter, a consultation has already been held with the result being an 

overwhelming rejection of the proposal (87%). Shockingly the result of the consultation was totally 

ignored showing very clearly the nanny state "big brother knows best" attitude of the current 

Scottish government. What on earth is the point of holding a consultation only to ignore the results 

if they were not the results the government wanted to hear, it’s a complete waste of tax payers 

money and shows the complete disregard the government shows for the opinion of the people of 

Scotland when those opinions don’t match their own. The respondents of the consultation are those 

who are interested in air rifles and their use, those who actively use them for legitimate reasons 

such as sport, pest control or as collectors, these are the people who will be most affected by the 

necessity to license air rifles yet their voices were ignored. 

 

Criminalise law abiding citizens 

 

What this law will do is potentially criminalize a huge amount of law abiding citizens while doing 

absolutely nothing to stop people committing crimes with air weapons. If a person owns an air rifle 

and plans to use it for criminal purposes then the idea that they will come forward to obtain a 

license for that weapon is totally laughable. The case in 2005 of a toddler being murder by someone 

with an air rifle is truly shocking but this represents an infinitesimally miniscule minority of air 

owners; law abiding citizens should not be punished for the offenses of the criminal few (the murder 

was also a known drug addict). In response to this argument I'm sure figures will be wheeled out 
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concerning the amount of injuries cause by air rifles each year, these however will still represent a 

tiny proportion in relation to the estimate 1/2 million air weapons in Scotland.   

Air rifles as tools  

Air rifles are a tool as much as any other weapon, they are only as dangerous as the person that 

wields them, the overwhelming majority of air rifle users cause zero harm and will be financially 

punished by having to pay to license their weapons, those who do intend to cause harm will not be 

punished in any way, they will hurt innocent people and will probably do so regardless of whether or 

not they are in possession of an air weapon. Punish any offense that intentionally causes harm to 

the maximum extend of the law, do not punish the weapon. Air rifles are of course capable of 

inflicting injuries and yet so are knives.  

Responsible adults who use knives for legitimate purposes do not need a license yet people who use 

air rifles for equally legitimate purposes will need a license. The Scottish Government should treat 

their citizens like responsible human beings and trust that they will act as such other wise (and I'm 

again reducing the argument to the extreme), what is next, compulsory knife licenses!? So again my 

argument can be reduced to "punish the crime not the weapon". 

 

Disproportionate consequences 

I, like many other people in Scotland, have owned air rifles for many years and have used them for 

sporting purposes and vermin control without causing an iota of harm or concern to anyone (I live in 

a very rural setting). The idea that in a few months/years (depending on how long it will take to 

enact the law) that I will have to apply for a license (with no grantee of it being granted) for 

something that I have legally owned for 10 + years is utterly ridiculous. It will be at my expense that 

any license will be issued, if I fail to apply, or fail to pay for or fail to be granted a license, my air 

weapons will have to be handed in to the police, not because I have done something wrong, but 

because a law has been enacted, a law that has been roundly rejected by the very people whose 

opinion's the Scottish government asked for.  

 

The consequences for disobeying the new law are monstrously disproportionate, to put the 

unlicensed owner ship of an air rifle (which are currently limited to 12 foot pounds of pressure any 

way) in the same category as the unlicensed ownership of a shotgun or rifle is ludicrous. To suggest 

jail time could be imposed on someone for owning an air rifle (without causing harm to any one) 

without a license in madness of the highest order. The proposed law could see someone who was 

unaware there was an air rifle in the house (perhaps left in the attic by a parent etc.) go to jail, one 

could argue that this is reducing the argument to the absurd but the fact that this very scenario was 

mentioned in the original consultation shows the pen-pushing pedantry to which the Scottish 

Government can stoop.  
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A Waste of police time and resources  

 

As Ian Gray MSP was so keen to point out, those with a legitimate reason to hold an air rifle will not 

be stopped from obtaining a license. Who is it that will decide what a legitimate reason for holding 

an air rifle will be? The answer is of course the police.  The police force of Scotland have plenty to 

deal with as it is with the licensing of shotguns and other firearms, introducing a law that would 

require 1/2 million air rifles to also be licensed would be an unwarranted and un-sustainable use of 

their time and resources. It is my also my understanding that the police force are considering 

increasing the cost of firearms certificates in general, what further evidence does one need to show 

that licensing is expensive and cumbersome?  

Plinking 

 

Finally I noticed that the government were also taking aim at (excuse the pun) "plinking", the 

practice of target practice in people's back gardens. Now I can see why in a health and safety 

obsessed nanny state this might be an issue but again I go back to my previous point of treating 

people like reasonable human beings. Parents have been introducing their children to guns and gun 

safety for years by setting up targets in their back garden. Normal, sensible members of society will 

go to every length to ensure this is done in a safe and considerate manner, installing a solid back 

stop and pellet catcher, informing neighbours, making sure pellets don't stray across the boundaries 

of their property etc. As far as I'm aware there has been no recent upsurge in the amount of 

complaints about "plinking", no spate of tragic accidents cause by stray pellets and therefore there 

should be no need to legislate against it.  

A large proportion of the gun owning population (be it air rifles, shotguns, 22's etc.) learnt the basics 

of gun safety by using air rifles in their gardens under the watchful eye of their parents and 

therefore the good behaviour of Scotland's air rifle owners in, in-part, due to "plinking". To say that 

"plinking" is a dangerous and unnecessary use of an air rifle and therefore deny a large number of 

license applications under the new law is to deny children (under supervision) a safe, fun and cheap 

introduction to the correct use of guns.  

Thank you for taking the time to read this, I hope it might be of use in the debate on the licensing of 

air rifles. 

 

Kind Regards 

Alex Pearson 

07769119105 

pearsonalexandre@gmail.com 
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